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My invention relates to gaseous discharge light useful for signs, signaling and similar 
devices, such as gaseous conduction lamps purposes. 
and more particularly to the type of gaseous Still another object is to improve the con- 
conduction lamps described in my prior Pat- struction of such lamps so that they will 

5 ent 1,316,967 of September 23, 1919 and in be simple and rugged,. commercially useful, 65 
my Patent 1,816,690 in which the light is and capable of economical manufacture on a 
produced by an electrical discharge, such as commercial scale. 
a negative glow discharge, which varies in My present invention is an improvement 
brililancy with the current passed through in the device of my prior application Serial 

10 the lamp and which responds without appre- No. 748,346 (on which Patent 1,816,690 is to 
ciable time lag to current variations of high be issued July 28, 1981) which embodies a 
frequency such as those of the order of radlo concentrated light source well adapted for 
frequency. Such lamps are particularly use- use as the variable light source in certain 
ful as the light source for fac-simile receiv- types of television and facsimile apparatus, 

15 ing apparatus by which fac-similes or photo- the negative electrode or cathode toeing pro- 66 
graphs of pictures, documents and similar vided with a. cavity or crater in which the 
objects may be obtained by mire or by radio; entire luminous discharge is concentrated to 
as the light source of the receiver or repro- produce s small but bright spot of light which 
ducer in television apparatus by which nlov- varies in intrinsic brilliancy with the mount  

20 ing pictures are transmitted; for sig?alling of current flowing through the lamp, and 7Q 
and for many other purposes requiring a res~onds to high frequency current vm@- 
light source which varies in brilliancy with tisns. 
the current passed through it and which is As described in anokher prior arpplication 
accurately responsive to high frequency cur- Serial No. 292,223, filed July P2, 1928, the 

25 rent variatioos. crater in the cathode may be made conical, 76 
This application is in part a continuation like a deep funnel of rather smaU bore with 

of my application for U. S. patent for gase- its depth greater than its maximma diameter. 
ous conduction lamps, Serial No. 292,223, -4s shown in aappficsltioar Serial No. 748,344 
filed July 12,1928. the crater may be s cylindrical hole with 

30 One object of my invention is to provide parallel walls. For television and f ae - s ide  &@ 
a lamp which modulates or varies the amount purposes it may have a diameter of about 
of light emitted substantially in accordance three hundredths to six hundredths sf an 
with variations in the amount of voltage im- inch and a depth of about twenty-five one- 
pressed on i t  or in the amount of current hundreds of sn inch. Good modula'Gion wi& " 501~ing through it, even though such varia- a much higher current and a luminous dis- '' 
tions are of a frequency as high as those of charge 'of much greater intrinsic brilliancy 
the order of radio frequency, and which will than heretofore feasible is obtained with 8 
modulate well at  much higher currents and cathode of a material swh as tungsten, tung- 
with a luminous discllnrge of much greater sten steel, cold rolled steel, or similar metal. 

'O intrinsic brilliancy than was feaslble in In accordance with one of the features of 
lamps of this type heretofore used. my present application this crater cathode 

Another object is to provide a lamp for is mounted inside an anode which f o r m  s 
producing a very brilliant spot of light which kind of cap over thescathode and has irn it a 
varies in brilliancy with variations in the window in alignment with the crater in the 

05 
45 impressed voltage or in the current flowing cathode so that the luminous discharge be- . 

through it, and which has sharply dehed tween the anode and the cathode is cuncen- 
edges and is free from halo. trated in the crater and the light from the 

A further object is to provide a lamp of luminous discharge in the crater can escape 
this general type which will operate on alter- through the window in the anode. The shape 

60 nntirg current to produce a bright spot of of this window determines tbe shape of the 



spot of light produced by the lamp. The such a lamp; Fig. 3 is an end view of the 
anode and the cathode may conveniently be lamp shown in Fig. 2 with a portion of tlie 
mounted on and connected a t  the rear to a cup plate on the anode broken away to show 
stem such as is commonly used in incandes- the clwn up craters in the anode; Fig. 4 is a 

5 cent lamps or radio tubes and a base on the 1ong;tidinal section of the crater twtl of :a 
end of the lamp adjacent the stem permits la11111 with modified form of the anodc; Fig. 
the lamp to be connected in circuit while the 6 is a lo~!gitudinal section of a niotlifictl for111 
other end of the bulb over the active surface of lamp 111 which tlie lower end of tlhe c:ttliotle 
of the cathode is left unobstructed. Such a is enlargcrl to  form a heat radiating ~i i (~~i ibt~r .  

10 based lamp is a very simple and. rugged de- Fig. 6 is a longitudinal section of a p r t  of :L '' 
vice well adapted for commercial use and form of lamp for alternating c~rrnvit :tn(l 
capable of being manufactured economically having cr:~ters in the cathode and allotle in 
on a large scale. The anode is set im- tandem; Fig. 7 is a longitudinal s(~ctio11 of 
mediately over and in such relation to  the an alternating current lamp having crater 

16 cathode that no luminous discharge can occur electrodes side by side ; Fig. 8 is a srction:ll 
between the anode and the surface of the view taken on line A-A of Fig.. 7 ;  Pig. !) is 
cathode outside the crater, hence the luminous a diagram of :I circuit for changing tlio roll- 
discharge is confined to the crater and a nections of the clectrocics to age tlie In111p ant1 
bright spot of light with sharply defined clean up the deleterious gases, Fig. 10 sliows 

20 edges free from halo is obtained. a motor dl.iven pole clu~nging switch for list " 
I n  accordance with another of the features in the circuit sliown in Big. 9;  and Fig. 11 is 

of my invention I construct the lamp s? that a'  diagram of a circuit in which tlie lamp 
the deleterious gases which remain in the may be used. 
bulb after the usual method of exhaust and The particular form of lamp sliown in IGg. 

26 after the bulb has been charged with the 1 comprises a sealctl b d b  10, preferably of O0 
conducting atmosphere can be cleaned up the cylindrical fo~.ni often rcferrccl to  as :L 

and rendered harmless by an aging proFess tubular bulb, into wliich there is sealed at olio 
in which the normal electrical connections end a stem 11 of the usual construction with 
are reversed, thereby rendering the anode two leads 12 wliich supply current to t,lw 

30 negative, and passing sufficient current to electrodes and in this form of lamp also snp- 
cause an intense glow discharge ;to appear in port them. The bulb contains a filling of gas 
a crater formed in a materlal such as of good conductivity such as neon at a p r w  
magnesium which is on the anode and has a sure of about 30 mm. of mercliry. Tlic neoli 
clean up or getter action. I have found it may be purified before i t  is introduced into 

35 convenient in aging the lamp in this way to the tnbe, although for many purposcs cotli- 100 

reverse the electrical connections of the anode mercial neon which contains from 20 to 26% 
and the cathode many times, which can con- of helium, or mistures of the various 1noli:L- 
venientl ' be done by a ole changing switch tomic gases may be used, and I find i t  :~(Iv:iii- 
actuate d by a motor. &nee the mechanical tapous  to add a small alnount of aigoe, a d 1  

40 spacing of the electrodes is important I prefer as about one-half per cent, to the neon. For 
to construct the lamp so that the anode and somc purposes a gas filling which contains n 
cathode constitute a self-contained unitary greater pe~centnge of argon, or of helium, or 
structure with very definitely determined n gas filling of pure helium, or of pmcticxlly 
spacing and thereby avoid an7 change in the pure argon may be used, but for most pis- 

of the electrodes durlng assembly in  poses a gas filling which is predominntely 
the bu1 . This may conveniently be done by neon is preferable. 45 spacin% 
clamping the electrodes to the insulation and The larnps are preferably lnade with :a trl- 
to each other in the desired relation before bnlar anode and a cylindrical catliotle niount- 
the tube is assembled. cd concentric with or in the bore of the :~n- 115 

60 For  use with alternatin current I con- ode, but spaced from i t  by a very narrow p p  
struct the lam so that eac 6 electrode has a and also insulated from it. I may usc Iw- 
crater in it. h e  electrodes may be side by tween the electrodes a very thin spacer or 
side, or arranged so that the craters are in partition of good insnlating nxtterinl. suc.11 
tandem. as mica, but prefer to use some rcfrartory 

56 I n  the accompanying drawings I have material such as lava or the c*craniir ni:ttcri:tl '" 
shown for purposes of illustration sonic of comnicrcially known as L'isol:~ntitc". :nit1 to 
the various forms in which my invention may shape the electrodes so that the ?PI) I )~~twwn 
be embodied, and in  which Fig. 1 is a longl- them at a redetermi~ied point 1s niuch less P tudinal section of a lamp embodying one form than the t licltness of the insulation whic41 

60 of my invention and in which a cathode with lines the anode and permits the mtli(xlr to be "' 
rr funnel shaped crater is covered by an anode fitted into the anode so firinly :IS to bt. held 
having in it a window to permit li+t from in place. TO maintain the elertrotlrs :it low 
the crater to escape ; Fig. 2 is a similar view temperature during the operation of the 
on an scale and with the middle lam11 the anode is preferably of consiclmlble 

66 part broken away of an improved form of mass with enough heat-radiating surface to 
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maintain the electrodes a t  the desired tem- The modified form of lamp shown in Fig. 
perature during operation, and the cathode 2 produces with. a luminous negative 
may also be so made that it has considerable a sharply defined spot of light free flow rom 
heat-radiating surface. Such a lamp with halo and of much greater intrinsic bril- 

5 a comparatively 'massive anode in which the liancy than has heretofore been obtainable, 70 
cathode is firmly fitted may be made mechan- yet modulates well when used as a light 
ically rugged by fitting the annular anode source for television and fac-simile appa- 
into the lamp bulb with such clearance that ratus, and will successfully handle severa! 
objectionable movement of the electrodes times the current which could be passed 

10 transversely af the bulb is prevented. through the lamps of this type heretofore 76 
I n  the particular form shown in Fig. I thi? used. This particular form of lamp corn- 

cathode 13 is cylindrical and may be made prises a bulb 18 containing a rarefied gas of 
of magnesium or alnminum for many pur- good conductivity and having a stem 19 with 
poses, or of other metals such as iron or a cathode lead 20,.preferably terminating in - 

15 tungsten for other purposes. It has in its a stud or projection 21 for positioning the 80 
front end a crater 14 in the form of a deep cathode on the stem, and a pair of anode leads 

' 

funnel of comparatively small bore. This 22 which are preferably coated with vitre- 
tapering crater or  funnel may, for example, ous insulation over the greater part of their 
be about one-tenth of an inch in  diameter a t  length inside the bulb. 

20 the large end, tapers to a point at the bottom, The cathode 23 is preferably made of some 86 
and has a depth considerably in excess of metal such as tungsten, tungsten iron alloys, 
the diameter a t  the large end. I place this cold rolled steel, or similar metals which 
cathode concentric with and inside the anode vaporizes very slightly even a t  high tempera- 
15, which has the shape of an inverted cup, tures, and practically not a t  all a t  red heat 

25 fits over the cathode and has in its bottom at  the pressure existing in the lamp. The Qo 
an outlet or window 16 in registry with the cathode has a crater 24, preferably tapering 

. 

crater 14. The anode and cathode are in- or funnel shaped, which for most purposes 
sulated from each other by the lining or has a diameter of about four-hundredths to 
partition 17, preferably of thin mica about six-hundredths of an inch and depth of about 

30 one-one-hundredth of an inch thick, which one-quarter of an inch. When constituted 95 
lines the bore of the anode and covers the of tungsten the cathode is conveniently made 
sides and front end of the cathode except of tungsten powder sintered by heating it to 
where perforated in registry with the crater a temperature of about 1700" C., which makes 
14 and the window 16 to permit free flow of it coherent but slightly porous, and pro- - 

35 current a t  that point. The insulating par- duces metal capable of being worked me- 100 
tition 17 encircles the cathode, and at the chanically. It may be heated as high as pos- 
rear this insulating sleeve or cylinder of sible without meltmg it, or up h about 3000° 
mica may project far  enough, for example n C., if a very dense metal is desired. As a 
quarter of an inch, to form an insulating matter of convenience the tungsten cathode 

40 sleeve or barrier. to prevent the discharge is firmly mounted, preferably by tight me- 10s 
occurring a t  undesired places, and to  assist chanical contact or by brazing or welding on 
in preventing discharge between the leads. the end of a cathode stem 25 of some metal, 
Under normal operating conditions of the such as iron or copper which is a good heat 
lamp the glow discharge occurs in the  crate^, conductor, so that the composite cathode 

43 since by adjusting the gas pressure ancl the has an active end of tungsten and a stem of 110 
~ol tage  applied to the lamp all the lun~inous some other metal. It can be made entirely 
cathode glow can be conhed to the crater. of tungsten, if desired, but the composite 
The cylindrical anode 15 is preferably tubu- form of cathode is cheap and is more easily 
lar and may fit with rather slight clearance, made to exact dimensions. 

50 into the cylindrical bulb 10, so aseto limit the The cathode is firmly anchored in a tubu- 116 
movement of the electrodes transversely of lar insulator 26 preferably of the ceramic 
the bulb, although considerable space may be material commercially known as "isolantite", 
lefi between the electrodes and the walls of which is molded to the desired form and fired 
the bulb if the electrodes are supported on until i t  is a hard vitreous mass much like 

55 the stem by leads heavy enough to carry ths porcelain. This tubular insulator has the 120 
electrodes or by support wires embedded in general form of a very deep cup with a bot- 
the stem, such as are commonly used in radio tom 27 having a central hole, and has corn- 
tubes. The anode is rather massive so as to paratively thick walls. It is reduced in di- 
remain cool during operation, and has a ameter a t  the lomer end to form a shoulder 

co length considerably greater than the thick- 25. The cathode fits snugly in the bore of 125 
ness of its walls. I t  is preferably made of the insulator with its lower end resting on 
aluminum or magnesium, although i t  may the bottom 27 and clamped to the bottom by a 
be made of iron, copper, nickel or other metal, set screw 29 which has a recess for receiving 
particularly if treated to clean it ancl free i t  the stud 21 on the end of the cathode lead. 

C3 of gas. This stud positions the cathode on the stem 130 . 



and also makes an electrical connection to the crater. Since there is no luminous discharge 
cathode. outside the crater the lamp will project on a 

A tubular anode 30, preferably rather mas- screen a spot of light which has no halo 
sive and with thick walls, encircles the cath- around i t  and which has sharply defined 

5 ode. The anotlc has at the upper end an in- edges. The shape of the spot of light is de-. 70 
wardly projecting lip or flange 31. The ternlined by the shape of the hole 35 in the 
tubular insulator 26 fits snugly into the bore cap plate, alid for picture projection this 
of the anode with its end against the lip 31, hole ]nay to advantage be square. The cap 
and is held firmly in place by a washer 32 of plate may be secured to the anode by screws, ' 

10 isolantite, which engages the shoulder 28 on and spaced away from it  very accurately by '[5 
the insulator and is secured to the rear end metal spacers 36. 
of the anode by screws. As a result the elec- I have obtained good results with a lamp 
trodes are firmly clamped to the insulator constructed as shown in Fig. 2, and niatlc 
and henee to each other to form a self-con- with a bulb about l"/yr' in diameter and alor~t 

16 tained unitary structure, which can be han- 6" long, an annular anode about 2%'' long 
dled during an assembling of the lamp with- with an outside diameter of about 1+", :and a 
out altering the spacing of the electrodes. bore of about y2" and a titbular insulator 

A very narrow gap between the adjacent which fills the bore of the anode and is m:de 
ends of the anode and of the cathode is de- of isolantite with walls about &" thick, a 

20 sirable, as the lamp seems to  modulate better cathode filling the bore of the insulator and s5 
with such a gap. The use of a very thin layer having in its front end a conical cri~tw 2-1 
of insulation, such as mica, between the elec- about Yif' deep and a nli~xirnunl dianirtcr 
trodes to obtain this narrow gap has some of from four-hundretltlis to six-huntlrctltlis 
disadvantages, ~art icnlarly from a manufac- of an inch, the gas being at n presstire of 

2s turing. standpoint. I n  accordance with my about 30 nlm. of lnercury and consisting p i -  O0 
invention I separate the electrodes by a corn- mari1;y of neon, but contai'ning about of 
paratively thick insulator, and so shape the argon. The dianleter of die hole 35 in the 
electrodes that their active ends are closer cap plate 34 is about four one-liundrcdtlis 
together than the thickness of the insulation, of an incli, the spacing between the cnp plate 

30 and hence the desirable narrow gap between of the anode and the exposed end of tlic O5 
the electrodes is obtained while the use of a crater cathode is about one-thirty-secoiitI of 
very thin sheet of insulation is avoided. an inch or less, and the moat 33 is about one 

I n  the lamp shown in Fig. 2 the exposed one-huntli-cclths of an incli wide and about 
end of the cylindrical cathode 23 is flush with one-thirty-second of an in(+ clcep. 

35 the end of the anode, and the inwardly pro- The lamp is exhausted in the usual wtiy 100 

jecting flange 31 has a bore only slightly to as high a vacuunl as can con~eniently be 
larger than the cathode, leaving a narrow obtained by good vacuum p u m p  such as are 
gap or moat 33 between the cathode and the used in the incandescent lamp industry. I 
anode. The bottom of this moat is formed find i t  convenient, but not necess:lry, to use 

. 40 by the end of the tubular insulator 26 which mercury condensation pumps to obtain a liigh 105 

has a wall thickness much greater than the vacuum. During the exhaust the b d b  of 
width of the moat 33. A very bright spot of the lamp is heated as hot as possible nntl in 
light with sharply defined edwes is obtained some cases the metal in the bulb may to atl- 
by so constructing the lamp t t a t  there is no vantage be heated during exlianst by a high llo 

45 luminous discharge between the anode and frequency induction coil. The esliansted 
the surface of its cathode outside the crater. bulb is then the contluctillg gas 

The exposed end of the cathode IS flush and usually the bulb may to advnntngo be 
with the end of the thick walls of the tubular charged wit11 this gas and exlianstrvl several 
anode, but is covered by a cap plate 34 which times so as to wash out the bulb with tlic gas. 115 

60 has an aperture 35, in registry with the crater The lamp is then cliarged \&fl t h  g:ls to a 
24 and ~Vhich is mounted on and $ectr~cally pressure of &out 30 mm. of mercury and 
connected to the anode, so that it IS in effect The lamp is tllen qred l?y rcwrsilig 
the bottom of an inverted cup anode with the electrical connections to clean u p  :111(1 IV- 

thick walls. This cap plate mounted on and move deleterious gases by the aid of cllr:iil 120 
66 in electric connectiqn with the anode, and up craters 37 in tlie anode, as best sliowii in 

having its window in registry with the crater Fig. 3. These clean u p  craters ai-r of nl~ol~t 
in the cathode, is so placed that the gap be- the dimensions of the crater 24. ant1 :w6 ~~i:ido 
tween it and the esposed end of tlie cathode in masses of magnesium or sinli1:ir m~t:!l srt 
is no greater than the thiclaiess of the non- into the upper or active end of t . 1 ~  :i~iotlc. 
luminous discharp of tlie Crooltes dark s p c e  When the electrical connections of 1 1 1 ~  1:1111,) 

of the gascons contlnctioii discliargo which are reverscd and sufficient 1)otcnti:tl :~pplictl 
tulrcs place in tho l;ui~p. IIrncc no luminol!~ to cause enough cnrrcant to flow t l ~ r o ~ ~ g l i  the 
tlisch:lrgti ciln oc.clIr ulltlrr ol)ernt,ing conc11- lamp a glow discharge nppwrs in tlie c.lcnii- 
tiolls of the lanip between tlir anode ant1 the up craters, and the deleterio~~s ~ i ~ s e s  iire 130 

O6 cathode a t  poi& other than the walls of the quickly cleaned up and renioved. 



h the modification shown in Fig. 4, I use rial such as zirconium oxide with a binder of 
instead of the a ertured cap.plate 34 a ring water glass or finely divided graphite, such 
38 with a centra f opening 39 in registry with as the colloidal graphite commonly knomn 
the cathode crater and electrically and me- as "aquadag" which forms a very black coat- 

6 chanically connected to the active end of the in . 7Q 
anode. This ring 38 is spaced away from the e alternating current larhp, partly 
end of the cathode by an insulating washel: shown in Fig. 6, is constructed wlth two 
40 of a thickness, for example, one-thirty- craters in tandem. The electrodes are mount- 
second of an inch, such that there is no glow ed in the lamp in much the same way as 

10 on the cathode except in the crater and hence the electrodes shown in Fig. 1. One elec- T6' 
no luminous discharge outside the crater to trode 48, resembling the cathode 13, has 
cause halo around or at  the edges of the spot crater 49. The other electrode 50 resembling 
of light projected on a screen by the lamp. the anode is separated from the electrode 48 

Where high currents are to be used I pre- by an insulation 51 and has a tubular aper- 
16 fer to make the electrodes of the lamp rela- ture 52 which acts as a crater when this' 

tively massive so that they will remain corn- electrode is negative. The electrode 50 may 
paratively cool during the operation of the to advantage be covered with an insulating 
lamp. I may make the electrodes so that shield 53. The electrodes are conhected to 
they have an extended heat radiatingsurf nee, an alternating current source indicated a t  85 

20 or I may provide cooling means, such as a 54. During the half cycle when the electrode 
cooling jacket for the lamp, to keep down 48 is negative the glow is in the crater 49, 
the temperature of the metal parts inside the and during the other half cycle it is in the 
bulb during operation. I n  my copending ap- tubulrzr crater 52. 
plication Serial No. 505,846, filed December Another form of, alternating current lamp 

25 31, 1930, I have described and claimed vari- with the electrodes side by side is shown in 
ous forms of gaseous conduction lamps hw-  Figs. 7 and 8 ; the two semi-cylindrical elec- 
ing artificially cooled cathodes. trodes 55, each with a crater 56 in the end, 

E'or example, I may provide a ribbed cool- are mounted with their flat sides adjoining, 
ing jacket 4l which fits snugly over the bulb, and are spaced apart about one-thirty-second 95 

- 30 as shown in Fig. 2, or I may as shown in of an inch. The electrodes are preferably 
Fig. 5, make the cathode stem with an en- placed in an insulating cup 57, and are con- 
larged head 42 which substantially fills the nected to the alternating current source 54. 
bulb below the anode and radi'ates the heat During one-half cycle the glow is in one 
which is conducted to the cathode stem from crater, and during the other half cycle it is loo 

35 the cathode. in the other crater. 
I n  the construction ill&rated by Fig. 5 A convenient circuit connection for aging 

the cathode and anode are separated by in- the lamp is shown diagrammaticaIly in Fig. 
sulator 43, and are rigidly held in proper 9 in which direct current is supplied from 
relation to each other by stud bolts 44 which a direct current source 58 through a pole 105 

40 extend through the cathode head into the changing switch 59 connected to the leads of 
anode. These bolts are insulated from the the lamp, as indicated in Fig. 10, and actu- 
cathode by insulating tubes 45, and also elec- ated by a motor 60 so that the polarity of 
trically connect the anode to the anode leads the electrical connections to the lamp may 
22. An insulating tube 46 around the stud be reversea as often as desired until the dele- llo 

45 21 of the cathode lead supports the cathode terious. gases in the lamp are cleaned up by 
on the stem. The electrodes are held in place an intknse glow discharge in the clean up 
on the stem and in proper relation by join- craters in the anode. For example, I have 
ing the anode leads to the bolts 44, preferably obtained good results by reversing the con- 
by electric welding. This lamp is construct- nections at  the rate of 50 to 100 times a min- 115 

50 ed much like that shown in Fig. 2 except ute, with a current several times that of nor- 
that the cap plate 34 is omitted, and hence mal operation until the color of the discharge 
the spot of light from the crater is not quite indicates absence of the deleterious gases and 
as sharply defined. The spot of light from the resistance of the lamp decreases until it 
the crater can be made quite sharp and sub- is constant. 120 shntiauy free from halo by providing the Lamps constructed in accordance with my 
ends of the electrode with a cover which may invention may be used in many different 
be a diaphragm with a central aperture in kinds of circuits and for many purposes, bnt 
registry with the crater, such as a sheet of merely for illustration one of the forms of 
insulation like mica or lava, or a sheet of circuit in which the lamp is useful is in- 125 

d0 metal insulated from the electrode. The dia- dicated diaqrammatically in Fig. 11, which is 
phragm may be mounted on the anode like essentially a circuit commonly used in the re- 
the cup plate 34, but insulated from it in- ceiving sets for television and far,-simile ap- 
stead of being electrically connected to it. paratus and which comprises a three-elec- 
I may also use a coating 47 applied directly trode vacuum tube 61 with its grid circuit 130 

65 to the ends of the electrodes, of some mate- connected to receive the incoming signals and 



its output circuit connected to the leads of a sealed vessel containing a cathode having 
the lamp. The current in the output cirz a t  one end a crater of a depth greater than 
w i t  of the tube 60 varies in accortlance with its diameter, a tubular anode nlounted concen- 
the strength of the incoming signals, and tric with said cathode with one end over-' 
causes corresponding variations in the bril- hanging the crater end of said cathode, while 7" 
liancy of the glow discharge in the crater per~nittmg egress of light from said crater, 
of the cathode. said anode being spaced closely adjacent said 

The color of the light emitted by the lamp cathode and a gas in said vessel at a pressure 
can be varied by selecting the material for a t  which a cathode glow will appear in said 

lo the cathode as it is dependent not only on crater a t  operating potentialk. 75 

the gas but also on the material of the cnth- 4. A gaseons conduction lamp comprising 
ode. For example, with neon a nickel or a sealed vessel containing a rarified gas of 
tungsten cathode gives a very reddish light ; good conductivity, a tubular electrode hav- 
with a magnesium or cold rolled steel cath- ing a flange projecting a t  one end inwardly 

l5 ode a light less reddish; with a cathode of toward the bore of said electrode, a tubular ED 
tungsten steel with 17% of tungsten a lighter insulator fitting into the bore of said elec- 
color, almost yellowish; and with a cathode of trode with its end resting on said flange and 
an alloy containingiron and cerium and com- with a wall slightly thicker than the depth 
mercially known as ferrometal the hue is still of said flange, and a solid electrode fitted 
f ~ r t h e r  away from red, and is pinkish or into the bore of said insulator with one end 
~urplish.  with helium and a magnesium exposed and substantially flush with the 
cathode the light is decidedly whitish, much flanged end of said tubular electrode to  leave 
like daylight. These variations can be ob- between said solid electrode and the inner 
tained not only with crater cathodes but with, wall of said flan e a gap with a width less 

26 electrodes in the form of plates, such as are than the wall tf~ckness of said insulator, 00 
sometimes used. said electrodes being so spaced that a t  the 

Metals of the alkali or alkaline earth normal operating potential a luminous dis- 
groups, such as caesium, sodium, barium, and charge consisting solely of the negative glow 
the like, may be added to the lamp to reduce appears on the cathode. 

30 the starting voltage and to obtain other ad- 5. A gaseous conduction lamp comprising O6 
vantages. The additive metal may be in- a sealed vessel containing a solid electrode 
corporated in or mixed with the cathode having in one end a tapering crater of a 
so made as to  be porous, or a compound of de th  greater than its greatest diameteryea P the additive metal, such as barium azide ho low electrode mounted to embrace sald 

36 which decomposes during the operation of solid electrode with one end overlying the loo 
the lamp and thus produces the pure metal, end of said solid electrode outside of said 
may be used. The walls of the c r ~ t e r  24 crater, and a gas in said vessel a t  such res- P may, for example, be coated with the com- sure that a t  the operating potential o the 
pound to obtain' a crater lined with the alkali lamp a negative glow appears solely in said 

40 or allcaline earth metal. crater. 106 
What I claim as new and desire to secure by 6. A gaseous conduction lamp comprising 

Letters Patent of the United States is : a sealed vessel containing a solid electrode 
1. A gaseous conduction lamp comprising having in one end a ta ering crater of a 

a sealed vessel containing a gas a t  cathode depth  reater than its gameter, a tubular 8 46 glow pressure, a thick walled cup-shaped electro e surrounding but insulated from 11° 
anode having a partially closed end, a layer said solid electrode, a metal plate mounted 
of insulation linin said anode, and a cath- on and electrically connected to one end of 
ode fitted into said cup-shaped anode with said tubular electrode to overlie the end of 
one end adjacent the partially closed end said solid electrode outside of said cra$r 116 

'O thereof and having in said end a conical cav- and havin a window in registry with sa!d 
ity with a de th  geater  than its maximum crater, an a gas of good conductivity m d' Z 
diameter sai cavity being in registry with said vessel a t  such pressure that a t  the ?p- 
the opening in the partially closed end of erating potential of the lamp a nogatwe 
said cup-shaped anode. glow appears solely in said crater. 

65 2. A gaseous conduction lamp comprising 7. A gaseous conduction lamp comprising le0 
a sealed vessel containing a gas a t  csthode a sealed vessel containing a solid cathode 
glow pressure, a thick walled cup-shaped having in one end a crater of a depth greater 
anode having an opening in the bottom and than its diameter, an anode mounted out of 
lined on its inner walls with thin insulation alignment with said crater and so spaced with 126 

'O and a cathode fitted into said cup-shaped reference to said cathode that a t  the operat- 
anode and having a conical cavity with its ing potential of the lamp a luminous negative 
base in registry with said opening in: said glow appears in said crater, a mpss of m a g  
anode and of a depth greater than the cli- nesium m said anode and having in ~t a 
ameter of its base. crater in which a luminous glow discharge 

05 3. A gaseous conduction lamp comltrisiug appears when the polarity of the lamp is 130 
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reversed whereby the deleterious residual electrode, a solid electrode having portions 
gases are cleaned up, and a charge of mona- of different diameters, a portion of lesser di- 
tomic gas in said vessel. ameter being fitted into the tubular portion 

8. A aseous conduction lamp compris- of said insulator, the end of said portion 
5 ing a sea 7 ed vessel containing a tubular elec- being exposed and substantially flush with 70 

trode, an insulator in the bore of said tubu- the adjacent end of said t~tbular electrode, 
lar electrode, a solid electrode having two and the portion of larger diameter bearing 
cylindrical portions of different diameter, 'against the flanged portion of said insulator, 
one fitted into said insulator inside said and a gas in said vessel at such pressure that 

' 

10 anode with its end exposed and substantially at operating voltage negative glow appears 75 
flush with the adjacent end of said tubular at the exposed end of said solid electrode. 
electrode and the other of a diameter substan- In  witness whereof, I have hereunto set 
tially that of the outside diameter of said my hand this 28th day of March, 1930. 
tubular electrode, an electrical connection in- DANIEL McFARLAN MOORE. 

l5 sulated from and extending through said 80 

larger portion to said tubular electrode, and 
a gas in said vessel at such pressure that at  
the normal operating potential a luminous 
discharge consisting solely of the negative 

20 glow appears at  the exposed ends of said 85 

solid electrode. 
9. A gaseous conduction lamp for alter- 

nating current comprising a sealed vessel 
containing an insulating cup, two semi-cylin- 

25 drical electrodes mounted side by side in said 00 

cup with their flat sides adjoining and in- . 
sulated from each othpr, each of said elec- 
trodes having in its exposed end,a crater with 
a depth greater than the diameter, and a gas 

30 in said vessel at such pressure that at normal 95 

operating potential a luminous negative glow 
discharge appears in said craters. ' 

10. A gaseous conduction lamp for alter- 
nating current comprising a sealed vessel 

35 containing a solid electrode having i n ,  one 
end a crater with a depth greater than its 
diameter, insulation surrounding said elec- 
trode but exposing said crater, a tubular elec- 
trode surrounding said insulation and liav- 

40 ing an end which overhangs the crater end 
of said solid electrode and which has a pas- 
sage of a diameter substantially like that of 
the crater and in registry with said crater, 
and a gas in said vessel at such pressure that 

46 at normal operating potential a luminous 
negative glow appears in said crater during 
one half cycle and in said passage during the 
other ha14 cycle of the alternating current 
supplied to the lamp. . 

60 11. A gaseous conduction lamp compris- 
ing a sealed vessel containing a tubular elec- 
trode, an insulator fitting into the bore of 
said electrode and having the shape of a deep 
cup the end wall of which has a window, a 
solid electrode fitted into said insulator, 
means for clamping said solid electrode in a 
position exposing a portion thereof at  said 
window, and a rarified gas of good conduc- 
tivity in said vessel at such pressure that at 

60 operating potentials negative glow appears 
at the exposed end of said solid electrode. 

12. A gaseous conduction lamp compris- 
ing a sealed vessel containing a tubular elec- 
trode, a flnnged insulator having a tubular 

65 portion fitted into the bore of said tubular 


